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Pressure measurements and sIpface oil fta~ observations have been 
made in the N&E. 3 ft tunnel cm a half-wing znodel with 6U,5 degrees 
leading-edge smqback, of &pect ratio 2.828, taper ratio 0,333, and 
section 6 per cent R.&E 101, at Mach nunbers 0,82, l,42, 'i,61 WI L82, 
The results at M= (1~81 show characteristics tmicdL OS subsonic Slow 

over a slvept wing, including ILetiing-edge separation and a part span 
vortex; a physica picture of this type of flow, b&d on the results, 
is suaested, The results at su~ersunic qmds show a numlxr of' esscnti- 
tily transanic characteristics, jn~hding wing shacks and shack induced 
separation; their prestince is consistent with the assxxnption that the 
flux- depends to some extent on conditions normal to the leading-edge. 
Fma a limited analysis of tie results, the pressure ratio across thE3 
shock for separation is in approximxte ageemnt Wth the V&M for tW0 
dhwmional flow determined by pearcey, 
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1 Introduction 

. 

A program of work was plamed in the 3 ft supersonic tunnel at 
R.A.E., Bedford to investigate control problems at transonic and super- 
sonic speeds. The first model to become available for tests of this 
kind was a haLI? wing with 60.5 degrees leading-edge sweepbaok, fitted 
over the outer half span with an adjustable trailing edge flap control 
of 25 per cent chord, and equipped for surface pressure measurements. 
Pressure distributions and flow visualisation tests have been made with 
this model at high subsonic speed (M = 0.81) and at supersonic speeds 
(K = 1.42, 1.61, 1.82) for a number of control settings. Because of its 
size and a special turntable mounting arrangement, this model cannot be 
tested in the transonic working section of the 3 ft tunnel (the model 
was in fact in process of production before the transonic section was 
planned) and other models are being manufactured for tests throughout 
the transonic speed range and al-so at supersonic speeds. 

The data presented in this paper are for zero control deflection 
only. They give some understanding of the flow over the wing; particular 
points arising and being discussed include leading-edge separation and 
wing vortices, wing.shocks, and shock induced separation. The reader not 
concerned with full details should note that paras.-'sj, 6, 7 end 8 contain 
mainly factual descriptions of the pressure records md flow observations, 
and that a general assessment of the results is given in para. 9. SOW 
emphasis is placed, in describing the results, on the correlation of 
inferences about the flow characteristics made from surface oil patterns 
with those from pressure measurements; this is done with a view to giving 
general guidance in the interpretation of oil flow pictures, since this 
frequently has to be done without supporting evidence from pressure 
measurements. 

Results with control deflected, and of other tests including a 
comparison of the flow with and without a leading edge roughness band, 
intended to fix transition, and of the effect of the presence of a hralf 
body, will be given in later reports. In addition a comparison will be 
made with the results of tests on a complete nlodel with the same wing, 
including overall force measurements. 

2 Experimental details 

The model usea in the investigation was a half wing made of mild 
steel, mounted in the 3 ft tunnel' on a turntable fitted in place of a 
Schlieren window in one of the sidewalls. The wing p&form was one of 
a systematic series with a leading edge sweepbaok of 60.5 degrees,an 
aspect ratio of 2.828, taper ratio of 0.333, and a half span of 15 in; 
the airfoil section in the stream direction was 6 per cent thick RAE 101, 
and the incidence range provided by the turntable was from -10 degrees to 
20 degrees. The flap type control hinged at 0.750 could be defleoted to 
a number of positions in the range 215 degrees using bracket setting pieoes. 
There were sixty pressure holes on the upper wing surface, distributed 
along streamwise chords at four stations over the span, at y = 0.355~~ 
OL+547s, Oc7,!+1s and 0.935s; the pressure tubes were fed out through the 
centre of the turntable. Throughout the tests with which this report is 
concerned, there was a roughness band, consisting of Carborundum powder 
(grade 240) in aluminium paint, over the leading IO per cent of the wing 
chord; this was done to fix the position of the boundary layer transition 
to turbulent flow, thus eliminating lundesirable laminar boundary layer 
separations which may occur if transition is free at low Reynolds numbers2. 
Further details of the model and of the positions of the pressure holes 
are given in Fig.?. 
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Flow visualisation on the wing surface was obtained with a method 
usring a mixture of oil ard titanium oxide smeared over the surface2. The 
technique of using this method in the 3 ft tunnel is now well developed but 
satisfactory photographs oan not be taken while the tunnel is running, and 
some distortion which occurred during shutdown is apparent in several of the 
photographic records of the flow; the distortion is particularly marked in 
early tests with high incidencte at supersonio speeds in which it was 
considered advisable to reduoe incidence to'zero as well as to decrease the 
stagnation pressure before shutdown,because of uncertainty about the effect 
of the passage of the tunnel shook over the model. In later tests, after 
experience with the model, shutdown was made with incidences up to 10 degrees, 
but still at reduced stagnation pressure. 

Another method of flow observation, particularly suited for showing 
the presence of regions of separated flow and something of their extent 
above the surfaoe, was tried out during the tests; this method makes use of 
soap solution which was released fran seleoted pressure holes by feeding it 
in through the pressure tubes, The liquid tended to run on the surface 
with some distinguishing white foam in attached flow, but left the surface 
as jets and spray in separated regions. An advantage of the method is that 
a range of incidence oenbe explored in one run, whereas with oil flow and 
similar surface treatments the tunnel has to be stopped and the surface 
prepared again for each incidence. 

3 &rIlKt? of tests 
Y 

Surface pressure distributions vrere obtained at Mach numbers of 0.81, 
1.42, 1.61 and 1.82, through en incidence range from a E -10 to 20 degrees, 
exempt at M = 1.42 where the positive inoidenoe was limited to 18 degrees 
because of wing tip vibration. Oil flow observations were made throughout 
the incidenoe range at M t 0.81 and 1.61 and for a = 0, 10 degrees at M = I.42 
and 4.82. The Reyn Ids & nuuiber of the flow based on the model 
chord was 4.15 x 10 for a = -10 to IO degrees, and 2.07 x 10 $" 

an aerodynamic 
for a = 12 to 

20 degree 
4.43 x IO 8 

at the supersonic speeds; at M = 0.81, t 
for a = -10 to IO degrees, and 2.21 x ii 

e Reynolds number was 
10 for a = 12 to 20 degrees, 

The test h&h numbers quoted represent corrected speeds at the model; the 
blockage correction applied to the subsonic ease was estimated from Ref.3 
and was found to be small (less than OiOl on Mach number). 

4 Presentation of results 

The pressure distributions are plotted in the form of pressure coeffi- 
cients Cp, for wing imidenaes a = 0, 2, 4 degrees at M = 0.81 in Fig.2; 
correspond;ing oil flow observations are gi.ven in the adjoining Fig.3. 
Pressure distributions and oil flow observations are given for the other 
incidences tested (a = 6, 8, IO, 12, 96,20 degrees) in Figs.4 to 9; the 
pressure distribution for a = 10 degrees is also given in Fig.6 in the form 
of isobars on the wing planform, and oil. flow observations for a = 7, 9 degrees 
are inoluded in Figs, 5 and 7 respectively. 

. 

A similar arrangement has been adopted for a presentation of the 
results for M z 1~61, which are given in Figs.10 to 17; in additicm in Fig.18 
are given a number of photographs showing the flow resulting from the release 
of soap.solution from the three forward holes at the two outboard pressure 
stations. The pressure distributions for a rsnge of incidence at pd = 'I.42 
together with oil flow observations for a = 0, 10 dogtrees arc given fi Figo.19 
to 23(b), end similarly for M = I.82 in Figs.24 to 28. 
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5 Results obtained at AI = 0.81 

The chordwise pressure distributions in Pig.2 show that as wing 
incidence w&s increased from zero to 4 degrees, a suetion region dev&wd 
in normal subsonic fashion at the leading edge; this is particularly 
marked at the outer station where there is a pronounced peak value of 
negative Cp at a = 4 degrees. The corresponding oil flow photographs in 
Fig.3 show a regular pattern of lines at a = 0 and 2 degrees, with a 
tendency for the lines to curve in slightly towards the wing root, and 
then curve outwards beyond the stream direction; at a = 2 degrees, the 
clearing away of the oil near the tip indioates the existence of a weak 
tip vortex. At a = 4 degrees, the collection of the oil into chordwise 
strips suggests the presence of an array of minor vortices, starting 
from near the leading edge over most of the span and dying away towards 
the 0.75 chord position. Similar vortices are referred to also at higher 
incidenoes and a brief discussion of their possible nature is given in 
para.9.1. 

At an incidace of 6 degrees (Big,&), the suction peak is flatter 
and broader over the two outer pressure stations, while at 8 degrees, the 
suction peak has broadened at y = 0.547~3, and there are no marked suction 
peaks at the two outer stations; there are however noticeable minor suction 
peaks in the upper surface pressure distribution for 8 degrees, for 
example at the 50 per cent chord position on the pressure station at 
Y= 0.7419 and at the 80 per cent chord position on the station at 0.935s. 
Following K&hemann*s analysis of types of flow on swept wings4, the 
flattened parts of the pressure distributions indicate a region Of bading 
edge separation or separation "bubble"; the seoondary suction peaks indicate 
the presence of vortex flow, apparently arising from a "part-span vortex" 
running diagonally across the wing at the rear of the separation bubble, 
On this basis, it appears fromFig. that at 8 degrees for example, there 
is a leading edge separation starting inboard of the station at 0,547~~ and 
of widening chordwise extent over the outer part of the v&ng span, increas- 
ing to about 65 per cent of the chord at the outer station; the low-pressure 
axis of the vortex appears to cross the 0.547s line at about 0.3c, 0.741~ 
at about 0.55~ and 0,935s at about 0.8~. The relatively high negative 
value towards the trailing edge at the outer station appears to be due 

Cp 

to the suction effect of the vortex and shows that its influence at the 
trailing edge spreads inboard of this section. Further discussion of the 
general physical character of this type of flow is given in para.9.1. 

The flow visualisation picture for 8 degrees in Fig.5 shows a region 
near the leading edge over the outer half of the wing where no nw>vement of 
the oil has occurred; this appears to indicate a region of separated flow 
extending from inboards of the 0,547s station to about 0.60~ at the outer 
station, which in fact corresponds closely to the separated region deduced 
from the form of the pressure distributions. The pattern of the oil flow 
inmediately behind the separated region suggests a type of vortex flow, with 
a heavily scoured central or axial region, arising presumably from high 
air velocities, and oil lines in a spiral form indicating rotation about 
this axis; the vortex region extends from an apex apparently near the 
leading edge at the 0.345s station, crossing the 0,547s line between 
0,lOc and 0,7Oc, the 0.'741s line over the rear 70 per 3en-t of the chord, 
and 0,941s over the rear .!$I per cent, and this corresponds approximately 
to the low pr essure region attributed to a part span vo-?tex in the pressure 
distributions, The leading edge separation is not evident in the oil flow 
picture for 6 degrees but it can be seen at 7 degrees (Fgg.5); these 
pictures show the array of nearly streamwise vortices noted at 4 degrees, 
but in an enlarged form. 
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The pressure distributions for 30 degrees in Fig.6 all show flattened 
suction regions indicating leading cage separation, st<arting probably 
inboard cf the inner pressure station, extending to about 0.15~ at the 
0,5lt?s line, to 0.40~ at 0.741s and to at least 0.80~ at 0.935s. As at 
8 degrees, secondary suction peaks, for example at 0.45~ at y = 0.%7s, and 
at 0.70~ at 0.741s are evidence of the existence of a part spaa vortex, 
crossing the sting diagonally behind the separated region. The field of 
influence of the vortex at t?le trailing edge appears tolie outboard of 
Y= 0,&7s at which the upper surface pressure returns to ne3r free Stream 

conditions. The oil flow picture for IO degrees in Pig.7 is overdeveloped 
on the inner half of the wing(it is difficult to achieve dewate develop- 
ment simultaneously over the whole surface) so that the vortex pattern is 
not clearly shown, but the separated region is well defined; the vortex 
pattern, including the part-span vortex and marked stream&se vortices, is 
more evident at 9 degrees (Fig,7), but the oil pattern is not fully developed 
over the outer part of the w%ng and the extent of the separated region is 
not accurately defined. 

The pressure field on the wing at a z IO degrees is also presented in 
Pig.6 in the form of <an isobar diagram, which has been freely drawn from 
the measured pressure distributions. The concentration of isobar lines 
corresponds to the region of pressure recovery in the pressure distribution, 
and the aft boundary of t?Ls concentration appear to mark approximately 
the Limit of influence of the vortex, since the latter makes a major 
suction contribution to the pressure distributim. The core of the vortex 
is assumed to be the line along which the vortex has the maximum effect on 
the pressure distribution, but this will not coincide with the peak suction 
position if there is a pressure gradient in the basic distribution on which 
the vortex effect is superimposed; in general, the vortex lies in a pressure 
recovery region so tnat the core can be expected to lie slig!ltly sft of the 
peak suction region, 

The pressure distributions (for the upper surface only) at higher 
incidence s in 9ig.8(a) and 8(h) !I sow a separation over the $nole tip chord 
station at 12 degrees and it spreads inwards wzith incidence so that it 
covers the outer half of the wing at 20 degrees; this is also shown by the 
oil flow photographs in Fig.9. The considerable spanwise wiation of 
pessure in the separated region 1 's noteworthy; this is discussed further 
in para. 9.1. 

G Results obtained st &I = I, 61 -I 

6.1 Pressure records and oi$. flow observations 
E 

The pressure reoords for 1~1 = I, 61 in Fig,10 shave that as the incidence 
was increased from zero to 2 degrees a definite step developed near 0.822 
in the upper surface chordwise pressure distribution at y = 0.935s, indicat- 

V ing the exiatenoe of a weak compression shock in that region. At a = Lt. degrees, 
steps in the pressure distribu%ions are evident at 0.8~ at y = Op741s, and 
at 0,76c at 0,933~~ so that the upper surface shock appears to have spread 
inwards and &LSO moved forward by a small amount. The appearance of a wing 
shock is an indication that the character of the flow in that region of the 
dng is transonic, and probably determined approximately by conditions 
normal to the leading edge, on which theoretically the flow over an infinite 
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yawed wing alone depends. Following lines of argument similar to those 
used by Pearcey"5 in an analysis of two dimensional transonic flow, 
certain inferences about the flow can also be ma& from the natme of the 
pressure distribution at the trailing edge. The trends at the trailing 
edge of the pressure coefficient curves for a = 0 and 2 degrees in Fig.10 
show the trailing edge pressure coefficient to be near the free stream 
value, but at 4 degrees it appears to be -0.1 approximately at y = 0.935s, 
and a rather lower negative value at y = 0.74+ls; this departure from the 
free stream conditions at the trailing edge appears, as in two dimensional 
flow, to be an indication of separation behind the shock*". 

The oil flow pictures in Fig.11 show lines of regular pattern at 
zero incidence, but at 2 degrees there is a noticeable discontinuity in 
the direction of the oil lines near the 85 per oent Chord line over the 
outer 20 per cent of the wing span. At 4 degrees there is a more definite 
collection of oil into a line 
hinge line (y = 

running from near the middle of the control 
0.75s) towards the 90 per cent chord line at y = 0.935~; 

this line starts inboard near the position of the shock indicated by the 
pressure distriIiiution at 0.741s, but is aft of the shock position at the 
outer station. The oil lines on the inner part of the control surface run 
in a nearly spanwise direction, but in the region behind the shock, the 
lines can be seen to turn and run forward towards the shock; this is an 
indication of boundary layer separation in accordance with inferences 
already made from the pressure distributions. The clearing away of the oil 
in the vicinity of the tip appears to be due to a tip vortex. 

The pressure records for 6 and 8 degrees in Fig.12 show steps, scme 
of which are of considerable chordwise extent. To simplify discussion of 
the results, the position of the step (and shock) is defined by the point 
at which the pressure gradient is a maximum; this point is generally 
near the middle of the step. The steps in the pressure distributions for 
the two outer stations at 6 degrees have moved forward in comparison with 
4 degrees being at about 0.64~ at 0,935s and at 0.71~ at 0.741s; there 
also appears to be an indication of a weak shock at about 0.40~ at 0,,%7s. 
At 8 degrees, the shock position at 0.935s has moved forward to 0*52c, 
that at O.&Is to 0,&c, while the step at 0.5.47s has roved back to 
0,5jc; there is also a small step at y = 0,355s at 0.27~. The trends of 
the curves suggest that the trailing edge pressures at the two outer 
stations at both 6 and 8 degrees are considerably below the free stream 
value, and this is interpreted, as at 4 degrees, as indicating shook 
induced separation extending to the trailing edge; at y = 0.5479, the 
trailing edge pressures are not sufficiently definitely indicated for 
inferences to be made about the flow conditions. The backwards movement 
of the shock at 0.547s with increase of incidence from 6 to 8 degrees is 

* A brief outline of some of Pearcey's findings may assist in understanding 
subsequent interpretations of the pressure records. Pearcey shows that 
flow separation extending to the trailing edge behind a shock on the upper 
surface results in the upper and lower surface pressures equalising at 
the trailing edge at a pressure below the free stream level; he also 
suggests that the trailing edge pressure tends to diverge from the free 
stream value when the pressure behind the shock falls below the sonic value, 
and notes that a marked divergence can occur when supersonic conditions 
extend to the trailing edge, where the pressures on the two surfaces can 
then equalise with a supersonic expansionfrom the lower surface. 
** 

Deviation of the trailing edge pressure from the free stream value on a 
finite swept wing may also result from a vortex crossing the trailing edge 
(like the pert-span vortex in the subsonic tests) but consideration of 
this possibility is left till Later (see paras. 7 and 9.2). 



consistent with Pearcey's findings for attached flow behind the shcck; 
forwa& movement starts :&en flow sep-aration behind the shack spreads to the 
trailing edge, 

In the oil flow pisture for 6 degrees in Pig.13, the pattern in the 
vicinity of the shock position iL 
to the control hinge l&e; 

q clearly defined, partly because of proximity 
there are however discontinuities in the direction 

of the oil lines just fortaard of the hinge line at about y = 0,75s, Tand 
starting from this region there is a lightly defined cleared line inclined 
slightly forward of the hinge line, the forward edge of which cuts the 0.935s 
line new 0.65~. This type of cleared line is seen in a more definite form 
at 8 degrees, intersecting the 0.7bl3 line at 0.65~ approximately, and (so 
far as canbe seen through the insufficiently developed and distorted 
pattern) appears to be heading for near the mid-chord position at 0.935s# 
The intersections of the cleared line with the pressure stations at both 6 
and 8 degrees lie very close to the positions of the steps in the pressure 
distributions, The physical significance of the deared line is easier to 
understand when it is explained that observation during the test run showed 
that it was a line along which oil collected, and it only became clesred of 
oil sf'ter the incidence was reduced to zero in preparation for shutdown of 
the tunnel; the line is interpreted in fact as indicating the forward boundary 
of a region of separated flow beginning at the foot of the shock, at which 
some of the oil flowing through the shock appears to come to rest. on the 
flow picture for 8 degrees a faint oblique oil line can be seen starting 
slightly aft of the cleared line near the inner control bracket, and inter- 
secting the O.f5!+7s line at 0.60~; this is aft of the corresponding step in 
the pressure record, possibly a s a result of oil moveme.& An the shut- 
down stage. Some explanation of the oil line may be necessary in view of 
the fact that it has alreadybeen noted, in considering the pessure records, 
that there is no indication at 8 degrees of separation extending to the 
trailing edge on the inner part of the wing, where the oblique leg of the 
shuck lies; this does not however preclude the possibility of a small 
closed bubble along the shock leg at which so= of the oil collects, and 
there may in fact be separation regions of variant extent but closing 
before the trailing edge, and without marked effects on the pressures there. 
&Sore easily interpreted results were obtained in later tests in which the 
incidence was maintained at the test setting during shutdown; an oil line 
then appeared in the oil flow photograph in place of the cle,ared line just 
behind the shock (see, for example a = '10 degrees, Ui = 1.82 in Fig.27~. 

c 

Other points to note in the oil flow pictures for 6 and 8 degrees are 
the oil lines running forward in th e separated region behind the shook, out- 
board of y = 0.65s and 0,509 at a = 6 degrees and 8 degrees respectively, 
and the progressive development of the tip vortex. At 8 degrees there is a 
region apparently separated out'ooard of the vortex at the tip; inboard of 
the mtin cleared area assumed to indicate the vortex, there is another line 
starting from the tip, the significance of which is not fully understood, 
but which could be an indication of a secondary separation of the cross- 
flow leading to a small. bubble 3n the inside of the tip Yortex sheet. 

The pressure records for a = IO degrees in Fig.14 show steps in the 
pressure distributions at about 0.340 at y = 0.935~~ at 0.57~ at 0.741s, at 
O.!jl+c at 0.5&7s, and at 0.32c at 0.355s. The shock positions at the two outer 
stations have moved forward with increase of incidence from 8 to IO degrees, 
while at the two inner stations they have moved slightly aft. From the trend 
of the ourves, the trailing edge pressure appears to lie below the free 
strerun value at the trro outer stations, indicating separated flow there, end 
a similar inference can possibly also be made at 0,547s; the significance 
of the sudden slight decrease in pressure near the trailing edge on the 
station at 0.5473 is not clear, The oil flow picture for IO degrees in 
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Fig.15, shows a cleared line of which the forward edge interests y = 0,935s 
at about OW350, 0.741s at 0.6Oc, 0.547s at O.&oc, and 0,355s at about 
0.35~; these points lie slightly aft of the corresponding pressure steps, 
and the cleared line is interpreted as at 8 degrees, as the forward boundary 
of a separated region beginning at the shock, The shape of the shock is 
shown approximately therefore by the cleared line; it is notable for the 
curving forward of the outer part in the tip region, and for the inner 
oblique leg inclined forward to the leading edge, of which there Wa.S 

also an indication at 8 degrees, The way in which the shock pattern 
develops is discussed in para. 9.2, but it may be noted here that whereas 
the outer, approximately spanwise and unswept part of the shock is 
required to effect pressure recovery before the trailing edge, the inboard 
oblique leg appears to be the result of wall influence, and assists in 
producing deflection of the flow from a direction inclined towards the 
normal to the leading edge back to alignment with the wall boundary. The 
dixeotion of flow in front of the shock is shown in Fig.15 by the oil 
lines running in a regular manner from the leading edge; they are inclined 
slightly away from the stream direction towards the normal t0 the leading 
edge, along which the main acceleration of the flow occurs. 

An isobar diagram derived from the pressure records for a = IO degrees 
is also given in Fig,l4; there is a close correspondence apparent between 
the shape of the region of concentration of the constant pressure lines 
and that of the curved shock line in the oil flow record (Fig.15). It has 
been shown6 that conditions axe critioal in a flow when the local velocity 
component normal to the isobars becomes sonic; the correlation obtained 
between the isobar pattern ard the shock position shows that the velocity 
component normal to the isobars i s of special .&nifir,znce also in relation 
to shock waves. 

The upper surface pressure distributions at 12, 16 and 20 degrees in 
Fig.16 were obtained at reduced stagnation pressure. They show less 
marked pressure steps, and a definite picture of the shock pattern on 
the wing is not given by the records. The flatness of the pressuxe 
distributions at 0.935s at IX = 12 degrees, and at inboard stations at 
16 and 20 degrees may indicate separation of the flow from the leading 
edge; there is some confirmation of this in the oil flow patterns in 
Fig.17, but more definite evidenoe is presented later from the soap 
solution tests (para.8,2). The oil flow records for these higher incidences 
in Fig.17 are notable however for a vortex type of pattern running 
obliquely across the wing; the pattern is unfortunately too far inboard 
fox a major effect to be expected in the pressure measurements. This 
foxm of pattern has however also been noted at a = IO degrees at M = I.42 
and is discussed further in para. 7. 

The oil flow pictures for the higher incidences show considerable 
distortion. There is for example, no definite boundary apparent at 01 = 20 
degrees in Fig.17 between the streaming lines frcm the leading edge snd 
the vortex type pattern, and the boundaries at 12 and 16 degrees are ill- 
defined; this may be attributed to the fact however that the streaming 
lines were observed to appear during run-up of the tunnel at zero 
incidence, and do not necessarily represent accurately oonditio-ns at the 
nominal incidences. There is evident distortion also in the picture 
for a z 10 degrees in Fig.15; the short oil tails behirx? the oblique leg 
of the shock and the long tails over the outer part of the Ring resulted 
from the flow of oil which had accumulated along the shock, d%A..ng the 
change of conditions at shutdown, Assessment of some of the oil flow 
pictures may be more difficult if it is not known, from observation, which 
of the lines formed in the ruzzrup and shutdown stages. 
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6.2 Soap solution visualisation 

The photographs in Fig.18 show the results of releasing soap solution 
from the three forward holes in the two outboard pressure stations for a 
range of wing incidence. 
for a = 8 

It can be seen from these pictures, for example 
or IO degrees that direct evidence of separation, and tiso an 

indication cf the depth of separation above the wing, are given by the 
soap solution spray leaving the surface. The shock appears to be shown 
by a lint concentration of the soap solution on the surface and though its 
position can not be accurately determined because of the photographic 
viewpoint*, the indications of shock position and separation near the tip 
appear generally to cor~irm the inf'erences already made from the oil flow 
pictures. At 12 and 16 degrees, where the oil flo-c pictures were not 
clear, the soap flow picturea show fluid jets pointing in various 
directions; at I 6 degrees gathering of soap froth on the surface leaves no 
doubt of separation over the tip. 

7 Results obtained at M = 1.42 

The pressure records for M = I.42 in Figs.19 to 23 show many features 
similar to those for M = 1.61. One of the differences to be noted is that 
the shock position on the wing for a given incidence is further forward 
than at the higher M@ch number; for example the pressure steps at M = 1.42 
for a = 5 degrees in Fig.20, are at 0.42~ at y = 0,935s, at 0.55~ at 0.741s, 
and at 0.25~ at 0.547s, compared to O.&c, O.Tlc, and 0.40~ respectively for 
a = 6 degrees at M = 1.64, in Fig,l2. From t:ae variation of the trailing 
edge pressures indicated by the trends of the curves tmards the trtiling 
edge, the development of the separated flow with incidence appears to take 
place at wnparable rates at both Mach nwiers. 

Flow visualisation pictures for a = 0 and IO degrees are given in 
Pig.22. The zero incidence picture shows marked spanwise flow near the 
tip. At IO degrees, there is a line along which oti is collected crossing 
the pressure station at 0.355s at O.&c, O.!j&7s at 0.42~ and 0.741s at 0,4&; 
in these tests, the mcdel incidence was maintained during shutdown and the 
oil line position in the photographs is the same as during the test conditions. 
The points of intersection of the oil line with the pressure sta%ons lie 
slightly tit of the corresponding pressure steps and, as at It = 1.61, the 
line marks the fcrwnrd boundary of a separated region behind the shock. 
The oil line therefore provides an approximate indication of the shock 
position on the wing; it terminates abruptly however outboard of the 
pressure station at 0,74ls, whereas in the isobar diagram in Pig.21, the 
concentration of isobars, indicating the shock position, continues to near 
the leading edge at y =0,335s, an6 i-t appears that the oil floG pattern at 
the tip had not been given sufficient time for full development. 

The curved form of tne shock at IO degrees is generally similar to 
that at M = 1.63, with an outer part approximately spanwisc in direction 
but curving forward at the tip, and an inner oblique leg. In the oil 
flotr picture, behind the oblique leg of the shock there is a cleared region 
ne&r the inner end of the control. with neighbouring oil lines in a spiral 
form, afid these characteristios are suggestive of the vortex type pattern 
already noted ti a more marked form in the pictures for 12, 16 and 20 degrees 
at Iii z 1.61 in Fig.17. This type of oil pattern also has a family resemblance 
to that for a part-span vortex in subsonic flow, for example, (x = 8 degrees 
at 31 = 0.31 in Fig.5. A feature of the subsonic flow in the vicinity of the 
part span vortex is the existence of minor suction peaks in the pressure 

*The photographs were of necessity taken through the Schlieren window and 
the range of view available was in consequence restricted. 
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distributions; the idea of a vortex type flow crossing the wing obliquely 
behind the shock at Bf = 1.42 is to some extent supported by the presence of 
suction "bumps" in the pressure distributions in Fig.21, centred at 0.82~ 
at y = 0,741s arti aft of 0.90~ at 0.935s. The possible nature of the flow 
in the region behind the shock is discussed further in para, 9.2. 

Another point to note in the oil flow pattern for 10 degrees is the 
apparent discontinuity in the direction of flow near the root trailing edge, 
suggesting a shock originating at the juncture of the wing trailing edge 
and the wall, This type of shock i s more highly swept back at higher 
speeds, and hence unlikely to appear on the s-urface of the wing; there was 
no apparent evidenoe of it at &i c 1.61. 

8 iiesults obtained at A!! = I,82 

Tire pressure records for M = 1.82 in Figs,24 to 28 show similar 
features to those for M = I,61 and $1 = l&2, Generally the steps in the 
pressure distributions indicating the wing shock position are further 
.sft than at Iv1 = I .61, and the shock does not definitely show up on the 
records until a T= 4 degrees. The trend in the curves towards the trailing 
edge suggests that the divergence of the trailing edge pressure associated 
with shock induced sep(zration ocours at lower incidences than at the lower 
Mach numbers. The forw:a.d movement of the shock with incidence continues 
up to 10 degrees, but at higher incidences there are less definite indicattons 
of shock position, and the flow appe,ars to separate from the leading edge 
over an increasing part of the span, from the tip inwards. 

Tke oil flow photograph in Pig.27 for zero ticLdence shows only a 
small amount of spanwise drift. There is a well d&tied oil pattern at 
a = IO degrees, which ~3, c obtained by keeping the incidence at the test 
value during tunnel shutdown. The oil Line across the wing intersects the 
station at 0.355s at O..&k, 0.547s at 0,72c, 0.744s at 0,69c a.& 0,935s at 
abcut 0,6Oc; the position of the line therefore corresponds closely to the 
shock position determined by the pressure steps which are at 0,45c at 
y LT 0,355~~ 0.70~ at y = 0,5&+, 0.67~ at y = 0,74le, and 0,6Oc at 0.935s. 
This oil flow picture establishes more satisfactorily than those at the 
lower Mach numbers, the near correlation of the oil line to the shock 
position on the wing. The shape of the shock line includes as in the 
previous cases, an outer part inclined fomnrd slightly towards the le<ading 
edge in the direction tovards the tip, and <an oblique leg swept forward 
tamrds tkic: le:&hg edge well inboard of y z 0.355s. The direction of flow 
ii1 front of the shock is shown clezllfy by the regular pattern of lines in a 
direction inclined towards the normal to the leading edge, and the change 
of direction of flow through the shock is also evident, particularly on 
the tier Fart of the oblique leg of the shock, 

There i:: a suggestion behind the oblique leg of the shock in the oil 
flow picture, of the vortex type pattern discussed in paray 7, but support- 
ing evidence from the pressure records is lacking because the region most 
affected crosses only the inner pressure station and the indications in 
the pressure curve at +,hat station are not conclusive. 

There is a marked effect OF. the oil flow at the inner end of the 
control, due to leak through the unfilled slot; there is an appCarent indica- 
tion or" the effect produced in this region aft of 0,8c in the pressure 
distribution for y = 0,,%7s in Pig. 26. The effect of the tip vortex is 83.~0 

cleariy shown by the oil flow extending to about 10 per cent of the span 

near the traAling edge; its influence in the pressure distribution is 
indicated by the suction rise aft of O,&Oc on the curve for y = OoY35s in 

Fig, 26. The oil Lines muuliilg spanwise and forward indicate separated 
flow behind the shock in the region between the slot and tip effects. 
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9 General. assessment of results 

9.1 Subsonic speed 

The results o3tained at M = 0,81 show the features normally expected 0 
with increase of incidence for a thin wing cf' moderately swept leading edge, 
including leading edge separation and a part span vortex, The development 
of the flow shown by the pressure and oil flow records in combination, 
however,suggests a more complete physical picture of the flow than seems & 
previously to have been given for the part span vortex flow on a swept ~in&$~. 

Evidence has been obtained of separation of the wing boundary layer 
from the leading edge at moderate incidences; the separation probably begins 
in fact fairly close to the forward stagnation point. It has also been 
found that there is a low pressure vortex region at the rear of the separa- 
tion, and following Kkhemann's model for edge vortex sheets on a narrow 
delta wing7, it is suggested that the vortex at the rear of the separation 
also arises from rolling up of a vortex sheet formed by the separated boundary 
layer. A sketch of the possible flow layout for a cross section norm&L to 
the leading edge is shown in Pig.29. The vortex sheet entraizq mainstream 
air which is drawn down on to the wing swfaoe, forward under the vortex 
core and into the vortex; on a swept wing there is a spanwise component of 
velocity and the air drawn into the vortex flows out along the vortex core. 
!Phere is a streauiline meeting the mrface at the "dividing point", or 
"attac~~n~nt.paii2.t" ,which separates flow into the vortex from the flow pass- 
ing over the rear of the wing. The entrained air flowing forward forms a 
boundary layer on the surface and, being subject to an adverse pressure 
gradient after passing under the vortex core, may separate from the surface 
at a "rear, or secondary, separation point" so that as indicated in Fig.29, 
a bubble of low energy air remains in tile separated region. The general 
nature of the flow over the wing is envisaged as sketohed in Fig.30, for a 
case of leading edge separation over the outer part of the span; the separa- 
tion is assumed to result in a free vortex sheet which starts at an apex at 
the inner point of separation on the leading edge, fclds back over on to the 
wing and effectively rolls up in a itonicsl form over the wing surface. The 
mainstream air drawn into the vortex flows out along a spiral path cn the 
surface of the vortex sheet. The dividing point and rear separation point 
of the cross-section of the flow can be seen to lie on lines from the apex 
along which there is radial flow but no cross flow, and the separation 
bubble, contained within radiating lines, expands in size vsith distance 
along the span. 

Viewing the oil flow patterns obtained on the wing in the light of this 
picture of the flow, the extent of the bubble and the position of the rear 
separation line are cle,arly shown for example in Fig.7 for a = IO degrees; 
the dividing line is less easy to place exaotly, but it can be approximately 
dete&ed as the sft bcundary of tkte cil lines in a curved or spiral form 
(indicating the vortex motion) which can be more clearly seen in the pictures 
forar = 9 degrees (Fig.7) or a = 8 degrees (Fig.5). 

In a number of the oil flow photographs (including those for 8 and 
9 degrees) the presence near the leading edge has been noted of what appears 
to be an array of minor vortices. There is no obvious sign of their presence 
in the pressure cdistributions but it is probable that their effect is too 
fine-grained to be detected by tht: relatively widely spaced pressure points. 
The oil flow photographs for some incidences and particularly on the outer 
half of the wing at 6 degrees, give the impression of superimposed vortex 
patterns, with lines in the form associated with a part span vortex, crossing 
over the minor vortex patterns. It is possible therefore that the minor 
vortices occur in an underlayer, but the mechanism by which the superimposed 
flow is developed is not yet understood. 



. 

Attention was drawn in para, 5 to the appreciable spanwise variation 
of pressure in the separated region over the outer part of the span at higher 
incident s. 
Crabtree 8 In a study of separated flow in two dimensions, Norbury and 

show that the pressure distribution over an aerofoil with a 
"long bubble I' type of separation can be determined by relating solutions 
for the purely external flow aPld for the vis~us flow inside the bubble, 
considered separately; in considering the latter aspect of the problem 
they show that the pressure conditions inside the bubble depended largely 
on conditions at the rear of the bubble. Probably something similar 
applies in t-hree dimensional conditions so that the pressure inside the 
sepzrntad region is affected by the part span vortex, vlihich appears to 
become less concentrated and produces smaller suction effects for positions 
further out on the wing span, One would e,xpect that inside the bubble, 
associated with the pressure variation, there would be spanwise velocity 
or circulatory flow induced by the part span vortex at the rear, but there 
is no evidence of this kind of flow in the oil patterns. 

4.2 SupersonIc speeds 

9.21 C-en eral -_I- 

The main feature of the results obtained at supersonic speeds is 
the development of a shock wave on the wing, extending inwards from the 
tip region as incidence is increased, A brief outline of the development 
of the flow and the shocks on t;ne wing itself as deduced fmm the experi- 
mental results for &I --1 1.61 at whichboth pressure measurements and oil 
flow observations were made throughout the incidence range, is as follows, 
At zero incidence, no sho3k is apparent on the wing, but as incidence is 
increased to 2 degrees and then 4 degrees, a compression shock, approximately 
parallel to the trailing edge, forms in tie tip region near the trailing 
edge, and this shock moves forward slightly and extends inwards over about 
half the span as incidence is increased to 6 degrees. At 6 degrees, the 
inner -part of the shock has started to curve forward slightly and at 
8 degrees, a rdefinite oblique leg, inclined forw&I to the leading edge, 
has developed, adjoin&g the approximately qanwise portion of the shock 
over the outer part of the wing,; at 10 degrees the oblique leg of the 
shock has grown stronger and runs to near the leading edge, while the 
outer part of the shock has moved forward and also cu??Tes forward slightly 
towards the leading edge in the tip region. Shock induced separation 
behind the shock extenrding to the trailing edge is first evident in the 
tip region at A+ degrees, and by IO degrees shock induced separation 
behind the shock has spread over the outer half of the wing. 

An impression of the variation with incidence of the pressure pattern 
on the part of the wing covered by the pressure stations is given by the 
isobar diagrams in Fig.31 (a and b), which have been freely drzwn from 
the pressure coefficient curves for a = 0 to IO degrees at M I 1~61. The 
shock position on these diagrams is indicated by a band of concentration 
of the isobar lines, and this can be seen to develop in the tip region 
near the trailing edge as inci.-;lence is increased from zero to 2 end then 
4 degrees. The region of intense ooncentration spreads inwards and curves 
forward as the incidence is further increased, showing the development of 
the obl_ique leg of the shock. The region of shock induced separation is 
shown also by the constant pressure area behind the shock, and the spread- 
ing of this region as incidence is increased, is associated with a forward 
movement of the isobar concentration in the vicinity of the tip. 

The experisnental results obtained at $4 = I,42 and I.82 are generally 
similar to those for Iti = '1.61; they show the presence of a shock over the 
outer port of the wing at low incidence, its extension inwards and the 
development of an oblique leg on the inboard part of thewing. The outer 
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part of the shock at M = I,42 is forward of that at M = 1.6-1 for a given 
incidence and further eft at X = 1.82. 

These results have certain implications with regard to the general 
physical nature of the flow, which are now briefly considered; some aspects 
of the flow are disoussed in further detail in the following Section (para. 
9.22). The presence of a shock on the wing at supersonic speed suggests 
that the flow depends on a component, subsonic in value, of the free stream 
velooity; theoretically the flow over an infinite yawed wing depends only 
on the velocity normal to the line of sweepback, and it seems probable 

(noting that conditions normal to the leading edge are subsonic up to M = 2,O) 
that the flow over the finite swept wing can be assessed to some extent in 
terms of this velocity component. On this basis, the results for M = I .6I, 
for example, suggest that conditions normal to the leading edge at low 
incidence (d 4 degrees) are supercritical over the outer part of the wing; 
the shock position on the wing is determined by the pressure recovery 
required over the aft part of the wing. The spread inwards of the shock 
with increase in incidence showsthe development of supersonic conditions 
normal to the leading edge. The sweep forward of the inboard end of the 
shock and the appearance at 8 degrees of sn oblique leg adjoining the outer 
part of the shook are notable in showing the influence of the wall; the 
position of the oblique leg of the shock apparently depends on the require- 
ment for deflection of the flow fmm a dire&ion inclined towazds the normal 
to the leading edge (along which acceleration of the flow mainly occurs) 
back to alignment with the wall boundary. 

It is of interest to note that theoretical estimates for swept wings 
at zero incidence by Neumarkg show that it is possible for critical 
conditions to occur first in the tip region for highly swept wings, Also 
it appears from theoretical estimates for swept wings by K&hemannlC that 
at subcritical Mach numbers, the suotion forces on the surface are shifted 
back and reduced in the root region, and forward and increased in the tip 
region, in comparison with loading conditions for an unswept wing; this 
could lead to critioal. conditions being attained first in the tip region and 
this is, in fact, the rule for wings like the one considered here; it 
further suggests the possibility, for supercritical conditions over part 
of the wing only, of supersonic regions diminishing in extent with distance 
inboard from the tip; the wing shock could thus be of reduced strength 
inboards and also further forward. 

The relative positions of the shook at different points over the span 
are affected also by the forward movement associated with the developmat 
of shook indwed separation behind the shock. The incidence and extent of 
separation depend on a number of factors, including shock strength, whiah 
result in its occurrence first in the vicinity of the tip, so that the outer 
part of the shock tends to curve forward, as the separation grows there, 
well in advance of separation on the inner part of the wing. It is also 
possible that the shock position may be affected by tip effects; the presence 
of a tip vortex was noted in the oil flaw pictures and its influence extended 
up to about IO per cent of the wing span near the trailing edge at higher 
incidences. 

The forward movement of the shock associated with separation results 
in extensive separated regions at high incidences; for a = 12 degrees at 
M = 1.61, the flow appears separated over at least the outer IO per cent of 
the wing tip, and larger parts of the outer wing are separated at higher 
inoidenoes. The practical implications of the occurrence of large separated 
regions at supersonic speeds are similar to those at St&sonic speeds. The 
possibility of inequality in the large loss of lift in the tip regions could 
lead to wing dropping, and buffeting may be associated with separations; 
separation over the outboard control can result in loss of control effective- 
ness. Consideration is being given to the possibility of testing devices to 
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alleviate or delay separation end its effects, and to the possibility of 
establishing some correlation for the swept wing between separation and 
buffeting. 

Another feature of the flofl, first observed on the oil flow pictures 
for 12 degrees and over at M = 4.61, and also at a = ?O degrees at N = 1.42 
and 1.82, is the presence of a vortex type pattern behind the oblique leg 
of the Ring shock. The idea of a vortex type flow behind the shock is 
supported by the presence of suction "bumps" in the pressure distribution 
for & = IO degrees at &I = 1+42; there is in fact in this case a similarity 
to the chwacteristics of the pressure records and oil flow observations 
for the subsonic part span vertex. An analogy may be drawn between the 
closing of a swept leading edge bvbble by a vortex in subsonic conditions 
as described in para. 9.1, and the closing of a swept shock 'induced 
separation bubble by a vortex in supersonic conditions, The apparent 
vorticity in the latter case is however much less marked than in stibsonio 
conditions. 

The shack patterns on finite swept 
gations11t12 

wings obtained .in previous investi- 
do not appear to have shown the main wing shock in so well 

defined a form as in the present tests, This was due in some cases to 
tests being made at lower Maoh numbers (in the vicinity of M = l,O) on 
wurgs with less leading edge sweep; in these conditions, other shocks, 
arising for example at the &.~-~ction of the wing trailing edge andbody, md 
so on, are more likely to cross the wing surface and com@.ioate the shook 
pattern, so th&t the wing shock depending on flow conditions nasmal to the 
leading edge is not shown in a straightforward manner. 

9.22 Flow chmncteristics in a section normal to the leading edge 

In the previous paragraph, the characteristics of the flow over the 
wing have been assessed generally in terms of conditions normal to the lead- 
ing edge. It is not to be expected that an exact correlation should be 
possible on a finit e wing, because of root and tip effects, and also in 
the present C;ISC, because of taper which results in the trailing edge 
besoming supersonic for a loccll. velocity in the stream direction greater 
than X = 1.46, while the leading remains subsonic up to &bout M = 2,0, It 
is still of interest however to check ha;rs the flow normal to the leading 
edge compares with two dimension:al. flow for approximately equivalent 
conditions; fcr this purpose the pressure distributions are considered for 
a section normal to the leading edge and intersecting it at y = 0.7&1s. 

It is of course necessary to cm&.der the flow not only in relation 
to the velocity normal to the leading edge, but also to the wing section and 
incidence in a plane normm& to the leading edge, The normal section is of 
about 9.25 per cent meximumthickness ‘and of a section differing appreci- 
ably, as &o\\n in Fig.32, from the streamwise section which is 6 per cent 
XL!3 101; the normal plane incidence is approximately half the streamwise 
value. The critical Mach number at zero incidence for the normal section 
is estimated to be &out 0.74 ooqared to 0.84 for the 6 per cent RAE 101 
section, and the values at incidence are very much less. Conditions 
normal to the leading edge CX-L therefore be expected to be supercritical 
at low incidence even at the lowestsupersonic Mach nuiiber M = 1&-Z where 
the Mach number normal to the leading edge is 0.70 approximately, 

Static pressure distribution, Q for two dimensional flow over an 
unswept wing are frewently presented (for example in Re-f.5) in the form of 
the ratio p/H against x/c, H being the stagnation pressure. For a swept 
wing it appears appropriate to plot, for the flow in a section normal to the 
leading edge, p/Iin against xn/crt where II, is the stagmtiori p~essurc for 
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for the flow normal to the leading edge, and xn and en also relate to the 
nc3rmal section, The results for the upper surface of the swept wing at 
a t IO degrees are presented in this way for the three supersonic speeds, 
in Fig.33; they were obtained by cross plotting from the isobar diagrams. 
The curves obtained are of similar form to those for two-dimensional flow5, 
with little change, as Mach nuniber is varied, in the pressure at 8 fixed 
point upstream of the shock, the position of which moves backwith Mach 
n&er in two fairly regular steps, The local Mach number in front of the 
shock in a direction normal to the leading edge (which is also approximately 
normal to the shock in the central region of the wing) is however rather 
higher than for comparable two dimensiona3. flow conditions, being about 2.0 
compared, for example, to 1,4 to I.5 for a 40 per cent RAE IO.!+ section at 
incidences of 4 and 6 degreesjj; the local resultant Mach number in front 
of the shook on the swept wing for the range of main stream velocities 
considered varies from 2.3 to 2,7 approximately, 

An assessment of conditions behind the shock and at the trailing edge 
can be made in the way used by Pearcey5 in discussing two dimension&l. tran- 
sonic flow on aerofoils, Pearcey's work shows that the shock position and 
pressure recovery through the shock are very much affected by the inter- 
action of the shock wave with the &ace boundary layer. In particular, 
when the incidence of a thin aerofoil is increased at a fixed trnnsonic 
Mach number, the temating shock of the supersonic region on the upper 
surface moves rearward and increases in strength, until this is sufficient 
to separate thewing boundary layer; this separation reduoes the pressure 
recovery through the shock wave. Pearcey has suggested that if the 
incidence is further increased until the -pressure recovery is insufficient 
to re-establish subsonic conditions after the shock, there is a rapid 
expansion of the separation bubble downstream of the shock. At this stage 
in the flow development, the rearward movement of the shock is halted and 
it moves forward with further increase in incidence, Separation of the 
flow on the upper surface extezXi.ing beyond the trailing edge results in 
pressure recovery to the free stream value being delayed to near the point 
downstream of the trailing edge where the separation bubble closes; in 
consewe3lce the pressures on the umer and lower surfaces of the aerofoil 
equalise at the trailing edge at a value helm the free stream level. 
Pearcey suggests therefore that when the pressure behind the &ock falls 
below the sonic value (and rapid expansion of the bubble occurs) the trail- 
ing edge pressure diverges from the free stream value. A marked divergence 
of the trailing edge pressure is possible when supersonic conditions extend 
to the trailing edge, for the pressures on the two surfaces can then 
equalise with a supersonic expzmsion from the lower surface. 

In the curves in Fig&, the pressure has fallen below the sonic value 
behind the shock at all three speds, and apparently below the sonic value 
at the trail-kng edge for X = I.61 and ~82 but less definitely so at 
M = I..@, for which the pressure is increasing fairly rapidly towards the 
trailing edge; marked spearation extending to the trailir-4 edge is there- 
fore indicated at M = 1.61 an3 1.82. It is questionable however whether a 
satisfactory assessmat of trailing edge conditions can be I-I&~ in terms of 
conditions normal to the leading edge, and consideration of conditions 
normal to the trailing edge may be preferable, Further analysis of the 
results on this basis is to be made, particularly for low incidence 
conditions at M s 1.42, where, from the pressure records (Fig.lY), it 
appears that there is a change from attached to separated flow at the trail- 
ing edge between 2 and 4 degrees; also that the trailing edge pressure falls 
belcrvv the sonic value at about 4 degrees. At hi&er incidences there is h 
supersonic expansion from the lower to the upper surface to equalise the 
pressures at the trail- edge. 
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An attempt has been made to determine the local Mach number at 
which shock induced separation first occurs. Generally the stage at which 
separation first occurs does not coincide with a condition at which pressure 
end oil flow records were taken, but on the best evidence available from 
these records, it appears that the local Mach number normal to the leading 
edge at which separation first occurs is about 1.6 compared to I*22 to 
1.26 in two dimensional flow 'bO Estimates have also been made of p2/p , 
the pressure ratio across the shock for separation, which is essenti ad y 
a mznsurt: of the shock strength; at M = 1~61, the values at the two 
outer pressure stations range from I-15 to 1.35 before separation and from 
I.6 to 2.2 after separation. 
p2/p1 

These figures are consistent with the value 
= 1.40 which Pearcey quotes for separation in two dimensional flow5. 

The few illustrative examples given here are only en indication of the 
order of magnitude of some of the significant parameters in the flow; a 
general systematic ~analysis would be required before definite conclusions 
cm be drawn from the results about the relationship of the flow M swept 
wings to that on unswept wings. This is more difficult because of the 
relative complexity of the wing form, and it would be Preferable, in 
attempting to assess the effect of sweepback, to start if possible with 
an experimental correlation of the characteristics of a yawed two 
dimensional wing with those of the szuw wing unyawed at lower speeds. 
It would also be of interest to investigate the characteristics of an 
untapered swept wing of relatively large aspeat ratio to isolate end 
effects to some extent fmm the central, part of the wing. 

9.3 Interpretation of oil flow patterns 

Confidence in the interpretation of oil flow pictures is strength- 
ened by the correlation found between inferences made from certain features 
of the oil patterns, and flow characteristics determined from pressure 
records. The main points for which this has been possible are summarised 
below. 

In the oil pictures for M = 0.81, for example a = 8 degrees in 
Fig.5, a region of unmoved oil near the leading edge indicates a leading 
edge separation bubble, and this is confirmed by the presence of flattened 
regions in the pressure distributions in Fig-4.4. Behind the unmoved oil 
region, lines in a spiral form with a heavily scoured central or axial 
region are interpreted as a part-span vortex running diagonally across 
the wing behind the separation bubble, and this is also shown by the 
presence cf secund?ary suction peaks in the pressure distribution. A 
notable feature of a number of the subsonic oil pictures (including 
Fig.5) is an array of minor vortex type patterns at the leading edge, but 
the pressure stations are too widely spaced for correlation with these 
patterns. 

P,'he first oil pictures obtained at supersonic speed are difficult 
to interpret because of distortion which occurred during the tunnel 
shutdown stage. At 4 degrees at M = 1.61, for example, (Fig,li), there 
is a rough oil line, in a position not closely related to any special 
feature of the flow, which cannot be reliably interpreted; the position 
of the line should in aooordance with the evidence at other incidences, 
approximate to that of the wing shock, and the discrepancy in this case 
might be due to some difference in the test conditions, or possibly to 
distortion during shutdown of the tunnel, Other pictures, such as 
a = 10 degrees at M = I,61 in Fig. 15, show a cleared line; this is a line 
along which oil was observed to collect when the wing was at the test 
inci..2ence, and from which it cleared only when the incidence was reduced 
to zero. The line therefore appears to mark the definite forward boundary 
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of a separation region at which some of the oil comes to rest, and correla- 
tion with the pressure records shows 
to lie just behind the wing shock. 

the line to be of similar shape to, and 
In later tests when the incidence was 

not reduced to zero for shutdown, the forward boundary of this shock induced 
separation region is shorn on the flow picture as a well defined oil line, 
as for example at a = IO degrees at M = I,82 in Fig.27; this line gives a 
close indication to the shock position determined from pressure nzasumments. 
This is the type of oil pattern that should normally be achieved ati if time 
had permitted, the tests at M c 1.61 would have been repeated without 
reduction of incidence at the shutdown stage. 

may be 
The separation region, of which the oil line is the forward boundary, 

of widely varimt extentr It can vary from a small closed bubble, 
possibly for example just aft of the oblique leg of the shock to a separa- 
tion extending back Over the trailing edge over the outer part of the wing. 
An extensive region of flow separation behind the shock is shawn by less 
marked development of the oil than in front of it, with oil Lines running 
in an approximatay spanwise direction end in some cases turning forward 
towards the shock; confirmation of separation extend- to the trailing 
edge from oil indications of this kind has been obtained in the pressure 
records fmm deviation of the trailing edge pressure from the free stream 
velue, 

The correspondence obtained between the oil patterns snd pressure 
records in the subsonic and later supersonic tests, shows that assessment 
of the main characteristics of the flow from oil pictures can be reasonably 
straightforward when marked distortion during the shutdown stage is avoided. 
It is generally helpful in interpreting an 03. pattern to know the way in 
which it developed, but observation of the development clearly becomes 
desirable &en there is a possibiU.ty of significant distortion. The 
aohievement of definitely shaped oil patterns tith a minimum of distortion 
depends on a nuniber of practica3. points of te&nique, and thme are to be 
discussed in a later note dealing generally with the oil method of flow 
visualisation. 

IO Conclusions 

The pressure measurements and oil flow observations at M = 0.81 show 
typiloel. subsonic flow characteristics for a swept ting, with a leading edge 
separation towards the tip and a par%span vortex, gmwing in extent-as 
incidence is increased from about 6 degrees upwards. On the basis of these 
results, a physioal picture (more camp&&e than seems previously to have 
been given) is suggested of the flow with a part span vortex, The oil 
piotures show 5~ some oases an array of minor vortex patterns at the leading 
edge, which appear to be an underlayer effect. 

The results at M z 1.61 show a compression shock extending inwards 
over the wing as incidenoe is increased; a notable feature of the shock 
development is the appearance at 8 degrees and more strongly at A0 degrees 
of an oblique leg on the shock, inclined forward towards the leading edge, 
and adjoag the outer approximately spanwise shock line near mid-span, 
Shock induced separation is shown spreading from the tip inwards as incidence 
is increased, and the outer part of the shock also curves forward towards 
the leading edge in the tip rdgion, because of the forward movement associa- 
ted with seporat5.o.n. There are indications behind the oblique Leg of the 
shock at higher incidenoes of a vortex flow, anzilogous in some ways to the 
part span vortex of subsonic flow. 

The results at M = lr42 md I*82 show similar characteristics to those 
at M = I .6I, but the outer port%on of the shock on the wing is further 
forward at the lower speed a& further aft at the higher speed then at 
M = 1.6~ 
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The presence of a mati wing shock is XI essentially transonic 
characteristic, and the flow depends appWarent3y on a subsonic component of 
the mainstream Yelooity~ &I qpxmimate assessment of the flow conditions 
in terms of the Yelocity component IIOITEL~ ta the leting edge &CWS 
that the flaw conWxions are supercriticti above zero irxidace at the 
hwest &personic speed tested, 3s observed e%Pertimtfiy, The position 
of the outer shock is determined by the requkcsnent for pressure recovery 
by the tsa.il%ng edge, while the oblique Leg effects re-ai@Unent of the 
flow relative to the wall. 

From a lkmited an&Lys~s of the results, the velocity distributjc.on 
uwar an approtimately mid spca.n section nurmal tcr the leading edge is sM.ar 
in form to that for two dimensicxKL tsasls~rxic flow, The local Mach nurker 
normal. to the leading edge far sep;zration is hQ,her than found ~JI two 
dimensio&. tests, but the pressure ratio across the shock for separation 
appears to be consistent with the tm dimensi.onKl value. 

Correlation with the pressure records has shown that satisfactory 
assessment of fl.cm characteristics can be mde from surface oil patterns; 
Jvhen the oil pattern cm& be recorded while the tunnel is m, 
hmeveq observstion of the development of the pattern. is desirable for 
reliable interpretation, 3 marked distartion is possible at the shutdc;vrm 
stage. 
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Y distnncs from plane of symmetry 

a wing mcidence 

P viscosity coefficient of air in free stream 

P density of air in free stream 
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SEPARATION POINT. 

RONT SEPARATION POINT. 

RONT STAGNATION POINT. / 
ENTRAINED 

FIG. 29. SKETCH OF PART SPAN VORTEX FLOW 
FOR A SECTION NORMAL TO THE LEADING EDGE 

c 

FIG. 30. SKETCH OF FLOW WITH LEADING EDGE 
SEPARATION & PART SPAN VORTEX 
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